The following proposals, received on DAP between April 16-30, 2016, have been approved. For more information on the DAP process, see the Academic Handbook here.

FACULTY OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES

FRENCH STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2016, the following modules be revised.

MINOR IN FRENCH STUDIES

Module
4.0 courses
1.0 course from: French 2905A/B, 2906A/B, or French 2907A/B (or French 2900).
1.0 course from: French 3905A/B, 3906A/B, 3907A/B, 3908A/B (or French 3900).
0.5 1.0 course from: French 2403A/B - 2408A/B or French 2605F/G-2606F/G (or French 2600E); or French 2805A/B - 2806A/B.
0.5 course from the following ranges: French 3500-3889 or French 4040-4899.

Note: Both of French 2605F/G and French 2606F/G (or French 2600E) are prerequisites for French 3500-3799, and French 2805A/B and French 2806A/B are prerequisites for French 3800-3889.

MAJOR IN FRENCH STUDIES

Module
6.0 courses
1.0 course from: French 2905A/B and 2906A/B, or French 2907A/B (or French 2900).
1.0 course from: French 2605F/G and 2606F/G (or French 2600E), or French 2805A/B and 2806A/B.
0.5 course from: French 2403A/B - 2408A/B or French 2907A/B in French at the 2300 level or above.
1.5 course in French at the level above 3500 and below 3899 from the following ranges: French 3500-3889 or French 4040-4899.
1.0 course from: French 3900, French 3905A/B, 3906A/B, 3907A/B, 3908A/B (or French 3900).
1.0 additional courses in French at the 3000-3300 level or above.

Note: Both of French 2605F/G and French 2606F/G (or French 2600E) are prerequisites for further studies in French Literature - French 3500-3799 and French 2805A/B and French 2806A/B are prerequisites for further studies in French Linguistics - French 3800-3889.

SPECIALIZATION IN FRENCH STUDIES

Module
9.0 courses
1.0 course in second year from: French 2905A/B and 2906A/B or French 2907A/B (or French 2900).
1.0 course from: French 2605F/G and 2606F/G (or French 2600E), or French 2805A/B and 2806A/B (or former French 2800).
1.0 courses in French at the 2200-2300 level or above.
1.0 course from: French 3905A/B, 3906A/B, 3907A/B, 3908A/B (or French 3900).
0.5 course from: French 4900A/B, 4901A/B, 4902A/B (Huron students only).
1.0 courses in French at the level above 3500 and below 3899.
3.0 courses from the following ranges: French 3500-3889 or French 4040-4899.
3.5 2.0 additional courses in French at the 3000-3300 level or above.

**Note:** Both of French 2605F/G and French 2606F/G (or French 2600E) are prerequisites for further studies in French Literature. French 3500-3799 and French 2805A/B and French 2806A/B are prerequisites for further studies in French Linguistics French 3800-3889.

### MODERN LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES

Effective **September 1, 2016**, the following courses be withdrawn.

- **Polish 1030** – Polish for Beginners
- **Polish 2250** – Intermediate Polish
- **Spanish 2981A/B-2985A/B** – Special Topics in Digital Spanish
- **Spanish 2986A/B-2990A/B** – Special Topics in Digital Spanish
- **Spanish 3501F/G** – Hispanic Visual Arts and Texts
- **Spanish 3801F/G** – Connecting Cultures
- **Spanish 3921A/B-3925A/B** – Special Topics in Digital Spanish
- **Spanish 4414F/G** – Bilingualism
- **Spanish 4422F/G** – Translation III: Theory and Practice
- **Spanish 4501F/G** – Hispanic Art
- **Spanish 4511F/G** – Music, Dance and Performance in the Hispanic World
- **Spanish 4521F/G** – Fantastic Fictions of the Hispanic World
- **Spanish 4802A/B** – Natural Language Analysis
- **Spanish 4931A/B-4935A/B** – Special Topics in Digital Spanish
- **Spanish 4981A/B-4985A/B** – Directed Studies in Digital Spanish

Effective **September 1, 2016**, the following courses be introduced.

- **Spanish 2121A/B** – Bilingualism: Context and Cognition
  What does it mean to be bilingual? How does bilingualism affect our intercultural abilities? This course examines the use of two or more languages by an individual from linguistic, social, and psycholinguistic perspectives. Topics include cognitive advantages of being bilingual, and differences between bilingual and monolingual.
  3 hours, 0.5 course. Taught in English.

- **Spanish 3327A/B** – Advanced Spanish Conversation
  This advanced course revolves around 12 conversations dealing with current issues in Spain, North America, Mexico and the Caribbean, Central and South America. Topics will range from social, political and economic issues to celebrity culture, food, sports, tourism.
  Antirequisite(s): Spanish 2220A/B.
  Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
  3 hours, 0.5 course.
Spanish 3571F/G – Hispanic Visual Arts
An introduction to visual arts in the Hispanic world. Different media will be considered, such as painting, sculpture, architecture, engraving, photography and cinema, from a broad historical perspective. Topics may vary, including gender, identity, and spirituality. Considerations on theory, methodology and historiography will also be addressed.
Antirequisite(s): Spanish 3501F/G, 4501F/G.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200, 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G or 2800F/G.
3 hours, 0.5 course. May be taught in English.

Spanish 3581F/G – Fantastic Fictions in the Hispanic World
Explore the rich tradition of fantastic literature and/or cinema in the Hispanic world in a wide range of texts. The course will examine the characteristics of the fantastic genre, its links to specific philosophical traditions and the complex questions about reality and its representations that said texts raise.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200, 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G or 2800F/G.
3 hours, 0.5 course. May be taught in English.

Spanish 3591F/G – Music, Dance and Performance in the Hispanic World
This course focuses on the performing arts of the Hispanic World and how they incorporate cross-cultural influences and traditions, relate to other art forms such as the literary and visual arts, intersect with the world of mass media and entertainment, and address issues of identity, gender, social (in)justice, and/or resistance.
Prerequisite(s): Spanish 2200, 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
Antirequisite(s): CLC 3882F/G.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G or 2800F/G.
3 hours, 0.5 course. May be taught in English.

Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised.

CLC 2500F/G – Bridging Classroom and Community: Languages and Cultures in Action
Antirequisite(s): German 2500F/G, Italian 2500F/G, Spanish 2500F/G, ICC 2500F/G.

German 2500F/G – Bridging Classroom and Community: Languages and Cultures in Action
Antirequisite(s): CLC 2500F/G, Italian 2500F/G, Spanish 2500F/G, ICC 2500F/G.

Hindi 1030 – Hindi for Beginners
Antirequisite(s): Grade 12 U Hindi or Hindi 1010 - Hindi 1 at Huron University College, Hindi 1035.

Italian 2500F/G – Bridging Classroom and Community: Languages and Cultures in Action
Antirequisite(s): CLC 2500F/G, German 2500F/G, Spanish 2500F/G, ICC 2500F/G.

Antirequisite(s): Japanese 2250, the former Japanese 020, 026, the former International and Comparative Studies 026, 126.
Prerequisite(s): Japanese 1036 or the former Japanese 006 or permission of the Department.
Korean 1030 – Korean for Beginners
Antirequisite(s): Grade 12U Korean, Korean 1035.

Persian 1030 – Persian (Farsi) for Beginners
Antirequisite(s): Grade 12U Persian (Farsi), Persian 1035.

Spanish 1030 – Spanish for Beginners
4 hours, 3 lecture hours plus 1 hour online, 1.0 course.

Spanish 2200 – Intermediate Spanish
4 lecture hours, 3 lecture hours plus 1 hour online, 1.0 course.

Spanish 2214A/B – Comparative Grammar of English and Spanish
Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.

Spanish 2215F/G – Exploring Hispanic Cultures I
Antirequisite(s): The former Spanish 2202F/G, Spanish 2203F/G, Spanish 2218F/G and CLC 2218F/G, the former Spanish 2219F/G and CLC 2219F/G.
Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.

Spanish 2216F/G – Exploring Hispanic Cultures II
Antirequisite(s): The former Spanish 2202F/G, Spanish 2203F/G, Spanish 2218F/G and CLC 2218F/G, the former Spanish 2219F/G and CLC 2219F/G.
Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200 or Spanish 2200W/X or permission of the Department.

Spanish 2220A/B – Spanish Conversation
Antirequisite(s): Spanish 3327A/B, The former Spanish 2202F/G, Spanish 2203F/G, Spanish 2218F/G and CLC 2218F/G, the former Spanish 2219F/G and CLC 2219F/G.

Spanish 2500F/G – Bridging Classroom and Community: Languages and Cultures in Action
Antirequisite(s): CLC 2500F/G, Italian 2500F/G, German 2500F/G, ICC 2500F/G.

Spanish 2800F/G – Digital Spanish
Introduction to Spanish language and culture on the web: social networking sites, trends in digital culture, and digital repositories, including video and music, museums and heritage sites. The student will learn blogging, text messaging, and digital skills in Spanish. May include community engaged learning component.

Spanish 3303A/B – The Structure of Spanish
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2214A/B, 3300 or 3301E or permission of the Department.

Spanish 3421F/G – Translation I: Practical Texts
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G, 2800F/G, 3300 or 3301E.

Spanish 3422F/G – Translation II: Business Texts and Oral Production
Antirequisite(s): The former Spanish 3302.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G, 2800F/G, 3300 or 3301E.
Spanish 3500G - Community Service Learning in the Hispanic World: Culture, People and History in Context
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2200, 2200W/X; Spanish 2215F/G or 2216F/G or 2800/F/G.

Spanish 3511F/G – Hispanic Culture on Film
Antirequisite(s): The former Spanish 3331F/G.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G or 2800/F/G.

Spanish 3521F/G – Hispanic Pop Culture
Spanish 3531F/G – Myths and Legends of the Hispanic World
Spanish 3541F/G – Literatures of the Hispanic World
Spanish 3551F/G – Human Rights and the Hispanic World
Spanish 3561F/G – Gender and Hispanic Cultures
Spanish 3901F/G-3905F/G – Special Topics in Spanish Language and Hispanic Cultures
Spanish 3906A/B-3910A/B – Special Topics in Spanish Language and Hispanic Cultures

Pre-or Corequisite(s): Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G or 2800/F/G.

Effective September 1, 2016, the following modules be revised.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND HISPANIC CULTURE

Module
9.0 courses:
1.0 course from: Spanish 2200, 2200W/X, 2223
1.5 courses (normally taken in second year) from: Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G, 2800/F/G, 2220A/B or 3327A/B.
1.0 course from: Spanish 2102A/B, 2105F/G/Z, 2214A/B, 2500F/G, 2800/F/G, 3322A/B, 3325A/B, 3500G, or ICC 2200F/G
1.0 course (normally taken in third year) from: Spanish 3300, 3301E
3.0 courses from: Spanish 3400-3700, Spanish 3801F/G, Spanish 3901F/G-3910A/B, Spanish 4420-4600, Spanish 4901F/G-4910A/B, Spanish 4961F/G-4965F/G
1.5 courses from: Spanish 4410E, Spanish 4420-4600, Spanish 4901F/G-4910A/B, Spanish 4961F/G-4965F/G not taken previously.
Note: Students may take up to 1.0 Spanish Language and Linguistics and/or Digital Spanish course.

MAJOR IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND HISPANIC CULTURES

Module
...
1.0 course (normally taken in second year) from: Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G, 2800/F/G.
0.5 course: Spanish 2220A/B or 3327A/B.
...
Students may take up to 0.5 Spanish Language and Linguistics or Digital Spanish course.
MAJOR IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS

... Module ...

1.5 courses from: Spanish 3314F/G–3400 or Spanish 3911A/B–3920A/B, Spanish 4412F/G–4420, Spanish 4802A/B, Spanish 4921F/G–4930A/B.
0.5 course from: Spanish 4412F/G–4420, Spanish 4802A/B, Spanish 4921F/G–4930A/B, not taken previously.

SPECIALIZATION IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND HISPANIC CULTURE

... Module ...

1.5 courses (normally taken in second year) from: Spanish 2215F/G, 2216F/G, 2800F/G, 2220A/B or 3327A/B.
1.5 course from: Spanish 2102A/B, 2105F/G/Z, 2214A/B, 2500F/G, 2800F/G, 3303A/B, 3322A/B, 3325A/B, 3500G, 3801F/G or ICC 2200F/G

1.0 courses from: Spanish 4420–4600, Spanish 4901F/G–4910A/B not taken previously.

MINOR IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND HISPANIC CULTURES

... Module ...


MINOR IN SPANISH LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS

... Module ...


CERTIFICATE IN PRACTICAL SPANISH

... Certificate Program ...

2.0 courses: Spanish 2200 (or Spanish 2200W/X) and Spanish 3300 (or Spanish 3301E).

FACULTY OF EDUCATION
Effective **September 1, 2016**, the following course be introduced.

**Education 5477 – Urban Schools – Year 1**
An examination of social, political, economic, and educational factors that affect student achievement and engagement in urban schools. Issues of race, ethnicity, class, poverty, gender, sexual orientation, and other background factors are explored. Teacher candidates acquire critical frameworks to assist in addressing inequities in urban schools.
Two hours per week, 0.5 credit.

---

**FACULTY OF ENGINEERING**

**CHEMICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL**

Effective **September 1, 2016**, the following modules be revised.

**A: GENERAL CHEMICAL ENGINEERING OPTION**

... 
**Second Year Program**

... 

**C: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS OPTION**

... 
**Second Year Program**

... 

**D: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING AND LAW OPTION**

... 
**Second Year Program**

... 

**GREEN PROCESS ENGINEERING**

... 
**Second Year Program**

... 

**B: GREEN PROCESS ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS OPTION**

...
Second Year Program
...

C: GREEN PROCESS ENGINEERING WITH LAW OPTION
...

Second Year Program
...

CIVIL AND ENVIRONMENTAL

Effective September 1, 2016, the following modules be revised.

A: STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING OPTION
Second Year Program
...

B: ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING OPTION
Second Year Program
...

C: CIVIL ENGINEERING AND BUSINESS OPTION
...
Second Year Program
...

D: CIVIL ENGINEERING AND LAW OPTION
...
Second Year Program
...

F: ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING WITH INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPTION
...
Second Year Program

…

G: STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING WITH INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPTION

…

Second Year Program


…

FACULTY OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

ANTHROPOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2016, the following modules be revised.

MAJOR IN ANTHROPOLOGY

…

Module

…

2.0 1.5 courses from: Anthropology 2222F/G, 2226A/B, 2229F/G, 2245F/G.


2.0 2.5 courses in Anthropology not previously taken at the 2200 level or above in any subfield.

MAJOR IN BIOARCHAEOLOGICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

…

Module

…


…

MAJOR IN SOCIOCULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY

…

Module

…


COURSES BY SUBFIELD

Sociocultural Anthropology:

Bioarchaeological Anthropology:

ECONOMICS

Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be revised.

Economics 3332A/B: Financial Economics
Course description: No change.
Prerequisite(s): Economics 2221A/B, Economics 2261A/B, Economics 2220A/B, Economics 2222A/B, and Economics 2260A/B.
Pre-or Corequisite(s): Economics 2261A/B, Economics 2223A/B.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.

HISTORY

Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised.

History 2703F/G – Immigration, Ethnicity, and Nationality in Canada and the United States: Histories of Inclusion and Exclusion The Cultural Mosaic and the Melting Pot
Immigration transformed and continues to transform North American societies. This course examines why immigrants came to North America, political debates and decisions relating to immigration, the reception given immigrants, and the ways in which immigrants adapted to and changed each nation.
A comparative analysis of ethnic relationships in Canada and the United States in the Twentieth Century.
2 hours, 0.5 course.

2-3 seminar hours, 0.5 course.

PSYCHOLOGY
Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be introduced.

Psychology 3223F/G – Emergence of Cognition
Where does the mind come from? This course will introduce the emergence of cognition in infants and the accompanying changes in the brain, and the effect of socioeconomic status, prematurity, and brain injury. It will survey the methods and overarching theories of developmental cognitive neuroscience before the first birthday.
Antirequisite(s): Psychology 3295F/G if taken in 2015/16.
Prerequisite(s): Psychology 2820E, or both Psychology 2800E and 2810, and one of Psychology 2040A/B, 2410A/B, 2220A/B, 2221A/B or Neuroscience 2000.
3 seminar hours, 0.5 course.

Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be revised.

Psychology 3490F/G – Special Topics in Developmental Psychology
Course description: No change.
Prerequisite(s): Psychology 2820E or both Psychology 2800E and 2810, and one of Psychology 2040A/B, 2410A/B.
3 seminar hours, 0.5 course.

SOCIOLOGY
Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised.

Sociology 3306A/B – Investigating the Social World: Quantitative Research
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in Honors Specialization or Honors Double Major in the Department of Sociology or Criminology with a minimum grade of 60% in both Sociology 2205A/B and 2206A/B. Non honors students require a minimum grade of 70% in both Sociology 2205A/B and 2206A/B.

Sociology 3307F/G – Investigating the Social World: Qualitative Research
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in Honors Specialization or Honors Double Major in the Department of Sociology or Criminology with a minimum grade of 60% in both Sociology 2205A/B and 2206A/B. Non honors students require a minimum grade of 70% in both Sociology 2205A/B and 2206A/B.

Sociology 3308F/G – Work and Health Across the Life Course
Prerequisite(s): Third or fourth year standing in a module in the Department of Sociology, Criminology, BMOS. BMOS students must have completed 1.0 from: Sociology 1020, 1021E, 1025A/B, 1026F/G, 1027A/B.

Sociology 3312A/B – Wrongfully Convicted
Prerequisite(s): Sociology 2253A/B, and enrolment in third or fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Major in the Department of Sociology, Majors in Sociology.

Sociology 3363F/G – Sociology of Terrorism
Prerequisite(s): Third or fourth year standing in a module in the Department of Sociology, or Criminology.

Sociology 3381F/G – Migration and Family
Prerequisite(s): Enrolment in third or fourth year of one of the Honors Specializations or Honors Double Major in the Department of Sociology.
Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised at all campuses they are offered.

**Calculus 1000A/B – Calculus I**
Antirequisite(s): The former Calculus 1100A/B, Calculus 1500A/B, Applied Mathematics 1413.
Prerequisite(s): One or more of Ontario Secondary School MCV4U or Mathematics 0110A/B, or the former Ontario Secondary School MCB4U.
4 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

**Mathematics 0110A/B – Introductory Calculus**
Antirequisite(s): Mathematics 1225A/B, Calculus 1000A/B, Calculus 1100A/B, Calculus 1500A/B, the former 1100A/B, Applied Mathematics 1413, the former Mathematics 030.
Prerequisite(s): One or more of Ontario Secondary School MCF3M, MCR3U, or equivalent.
4 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

**Mathematics 1225A/B – Methods of Calculus**
Prerequisite(s): One or more of Ontario Secondary School MCV4U, Mathematics 0110A/B, Calculus 1000A/B, 1100A/B, 1500A/B, or the former Ontario Secondary School MCB4U.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

**Mathematics 1228A/B – Methods of Finite Mathematics**
Antirequisite(s): Mathematics 2124A/B, 2155F/G, the former Mathematics 2155A/B, Statistical Sciences 2035, 2141A/B, the former Mathematics 031 2857A/B, the former Statistical Sciences 2657A.
Prerequisite(s): One or more of Ontario Secondary School MCV4U, MHF4U, MDM4U, Mathematics 0110A/B, 1225A/B, 1229A/B, the former Ontario Secondary School MGA4U, MCB4U, or the former Mathematics 017a/b.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

**Mathematics 1229A/B – Methods of Matrix Algebra**
Antirequisite(s): Applied Mathematics 1411A/B, 2811B, Mathematics 1600A/B, 2120A/B, 2155F/G, 2211A/B, the former Mathematics 2155A/B, the former Linear Algebra 1600A/B, the former Mathematics 030, 031, 203b.
Prerequisite(s): One or more of Ontario Secondary School MCF3M, MCR3U, or equivalent.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

**Statistical Sciences 1024A/B – Introduction to Statistics**
Antirequisite(s): All other courses or half courses in Introductory Statistics, except Statistical Sciences 1023A/B and 2037A/B.
Prerequisite(s): Grade 12U Mathematics or Mathematics 0110A/B or 1229A/B, or the former Mathematics 017a/b.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(Huron, King’s)

PSYCHOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be revised.

Psychology 2050 – Human Adjustment
Utilizing information from several branches of psychology, this course focuses on an appreciation of how psychology principles and insights can be applied to everyday adjustment to life tasks. Topics will include: coping with stress, building self-esteem, self-control, social relationships, gender, sexuality, work, and psychological disorders. Theories of human adjustment and maladjustment will be considered. Major approaches to understanding personality such as psychoanalytic, humanistic, and social learning will be discussed. The various forms of maladjusted behavior will be surveyed and explanatory models for such behavior examined.
Antirequisite(s): Psychology 2030A/B, 2035A/B, 2550A/B.
3 hours, 1.0 course.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

BRESCIA UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

PSYCHOLOGY

Effective September 1, 2016, the following modules be revised.

HONORS SPECIALIZATION IN PSYCHOLOGY
Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements with no failures and a minimum average of at least 75% in 3.0 principal courses, comprised of the following psychology and mathematics courses and 1.0 additional course, with no mark in these principal courses below 60%:
1.0 course in Psychology at the 1000 level.
1.0 course from: Calculus 1000A/B, 1301A/B, 1500A/B, 1501A/B, Mathematics 0110A/B, 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B, Applied Mathematics 1201A/B, Statistical Sciences 1024A/B. Any Mathematics or Calculus course numbered 1000 or above, Statistical Sciences 1024A/B, or Mathematics 0110A/B. If Mathematics 0110A/B is selected, then either Statistical Sciences 1024A/B or Mathematics 1228A/B must be taken. Mathematics 1228A/B and Mathematics 1229A/B are preferred.

SPECIALIZATION IN PSYCHOLOGY
Admission Requirements
Completion of first-year requirements, including the following 2.0 courses with a mark of at least 60%:
1.0 course in Psychology at the 1000 level.
1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B (Mathematics 1228A/B and 1229A/B preferred), the former Mathematics 030 or 031; Mathematics 0110A/B, Calculus 1000A/B, 1301A/B, 1501A/B, Linear Algebra 1600A/B. If Mathematics 0110A/B is selected, then either Statistical Sciences 1024A/B or Mathematics 1228A/B must be taken. If Mathematics 0110A/B is selected, then either Statistical Sciences 1024A/B or Mathematics 1228A/B must be taken. Mathematics 1228A/B and Mathematics 1229A/B are preferred.

KING’S UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL STUDIES

Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be introduced.

Management and Organizational Studies 3494 – Internship
A series of preparatory workshops prepares students for a practical professional learning experience. Using an application/interview process, students are selected for an 8 – 16 month work term in a sponsoring agency approved by the Department of Management and Organizational Studies. During the work term, students will complete an interim report, and following the work term, interns must complete a written report and oral presentation on work undertaken during the internship.
Prerequisite(s): Business Administration 2257, completion of 2nd year of BMOS Program with a minimum average of 70%, and participation in Preparation and Training Workshops. Approval of, and acceptance into, an internship work term.
1.0 course, Pass/Fail
Note: (1) Since Internships are not currently available to international students, they are not permitted to register in this course; (2) Credit for this course will not be given unless a minimum 8 month Internship and all other mandatory components have been completed. On successful completion, credit for the course will be given in the year in which initial registration in the course took place which is usually in Year 3.
(Brescia, Huron, King’s)

Effective September 1, 2016, the following course be revised.

Management and Organizational Studies 3401F/G – Corporate Social Responsibility
Course description: No change.
Antirequisite(s): MOS 3315F/G (King’s) 2005-2008.
Prerequisite(s): MOS 2285A/B, and enrolment in the BMOS program
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(King’s)

MATHEMATICS

Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised.

Calculus 2302A/B – Intermediate Calculus I
Antirequisite(s): Calculus 2502A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 290A.
Prerequisite(s): Calculus 1301A/B or a minimum mark of 55% in Calculus 1501A/B or Calculus 1301A/B, or Applied Mathematics 1413.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(King’s)

**Calculus 2303A/B – Intermediate Calculus II**

Antirequisite(s): Calculus 2503A/B, the former Applied Mathematics 291b.
Prerequisite(s): Calculus 2302A/B or 2502A/B.
3 lecture hours, 0.5 course.
(King’s)

**Statistical Sciences 2035 – Statistics for Business and Social Sciences**

Antirequisite(s): All other courses or half courses in Introductory Statistics except Statistical Sciences 1023A/B and Statistical Sciences 1024A/B.
Prerequisite(s): One full course or equivalent from: Applied Mathematics 1201A/B, 1413, Statistical Sciences 1024A/B, Calculus 1000A/B or 1100A/B or 1500A/B, Calculus 1301A/B or 1501A/B, Mathematics 1600A/B or the former Linear Algebra 1600A/B, Mathematics 1225A/B, 1228A/B, 1229A/B, 1600A/B, the former Mathematics 030, 031.
3 lecture hours, 1.0 course.
(King’s)

---

**DAP UPDATE: MINOR CHANGES**

**FACULTY OF SCIENCE**

*Effective September 1, 2016, the following courses be revised.*

**Financial Modelling 2555A/B – Corporate Finance**

... 3 lecture hours, 1 tutorial hour, 0.5 course.